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Overflow Action Days Aims to Reduce Sewage in the River  
 

Chicago—Today Friends of the Chicago River announced a new initiative called, Overflow Action Days, 

to help reduce the amount of sewage and other pollution that ends up in the Chicago River system during 

and after rain. Based on the concept of Ozone Action Days, Friends, the Metropolitan Water Reclamation 

District of Greater Chicago (MWRD), and other partners will call an Overflow Action Day when weather 

forecasts predict enough rain to overwhelm the sewer system. Alerts will be sent to the public to remind 

them to conserve water through every day actions like reducing shower times, flushing less, and waiting 

to run the dishwasher. Every drop counts.  Friends is asking 50,000 people to pledge and conserve a 

minimum of 20 gallons per day. By Chicago River Day 2017 (May 13), they will celebrate the success of 

conserving one million gallons per day in Chicagoland, a major milestone in reducing sewage the river.  

 

“Far too many Chicagoans have become accustomed to rising river waters invading their homes and 

neighborhoods         enator  ic   urbin said  “  strong  edera  investment is crucia   or im roving the 

 ong term hea th o  our rivers and moving toward green in rastructure  such as  the McCook 

Reservoir, that will pay dividends for those who live along the River, but those efforts take years to come 

to fruition. This new initiative makes it clear that individuals too can make a difference. Overflow Action 

Days builds on individuals acting collectively. I encourage everyone to sign up for the alerts and do all 

they can to tac  e this  ersistent  rob em   

“The average househo d in the  nited  tates uses 400 ga  ons o  water a day   said Margaret Frisbie  

Friends’ executive director   “We want to remind people that just a few simple conservation techniques 

will reduce the amount of clean, fresh water that goes down the drain and that by turning off the faucet we 

can reduce combined sewer overflows making the river safer and cleaner for people and wildlife. This 

program will also build support regional stormwater planning.   

 

In the Greater Chicago Metropolitan Area every day millions of gallons of water and sewage from our 

homes and commercial and industrial sites flow through our sewer system for treatment then release into 

the river system. When it rains, stormwater is added to that volume and sometimes the sewer system fills 
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to capacity and excess water and what it carries is released to our rivers. This excess is called a combined 

sewer overflow (CSO) and includes all kinds of pollutants including sewage and trash. 

 

In 1972, the MWRD adopted the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP or Deep Tunnel) to address this 

problem and improve the water quality in our rivers, protect Lake Michigan, and prevent flooding. TARP 

construction began in 1975 and today the 109 miles of tunnels and two reservoirs, which are complete, 

have made a significant dent in the problem. In 2017, the last reservoir, McCook, will add 3.5 billion 

ga  ons o  storage  but T RP won’t be com  ete unti  2029   nd even with T RP com  ete, it may still 

be inadequate in the face of severe weather and increased precipitation due to climate change. Last year 

there were 38 CSOs system wide and MWRD research that shows that as little as .3 inches of rain can 

trigger one at any number of the more than 300 outfalls that flow directly into the Chicago River and the 

Little Calumet.  We need to act collectively to help keep water from entering the treatment system. 

 

“Five mi  ion  eo  e using water generates a tremendous amount of sewage flowing through drainage 

 i es   said MWR  President Mariyana   yro ou os  “When that water is combined with stormwater, it 

overwhelms our system. Reducing this household flow by turning off the faucets can make a large impact 

toward protecting Chicago area waterways and preventing basement backups. The MWRD strongly 

su  orts the Friends’ Overflow Action Days initiative, which will encourage Cook County residents to 

reduce water   ow during storm events   

 

While the most public component of the program is to encourage people to act when it rains, Friends will 

work to educate people how to reduce overall water use year round. Native plant gardens, disconnected 

downspouts, rain barrels, and permeable paving all help clean rain water absorb into the ground instead 

entering the sewer system. To provide the public with simple actions they can do at home, Friends 

developed  A Simple Guide to Water Conservation and they provided links to the many good stormwater 

initiatives already underway like the Center  or Neighborhood Techno ogy’s RainReady and the Historic 

Chicago Bunga ow  ssociation’s Free Rain Barre   

  

“We’re excited to see Chicago come together on Over  ow  ction  ays to  reserve our  oca  natura  

resources and protect the animals that depend on them   said Jac yn Peterson  Manager o  Great La es 

and Sustainability at Shedd Aquarium. “At Shedd, we have planted raingardens and installed a rainwater 

collection system on our roof. These are things many Chicagoans can do at home to both conserve water 

and  revent combined sewer over  ows   

 



Founded in 1979, Friends of the Chicago River is an award winning nonprofit organization whose 

mission is to improve and protect the Chicago River system for people, plants, and animals. With over 

6,000 members, volunteers, and online advocates, Friends works to make the river greener and more 

accessible, while building awareness of the benefits that a clean, healthy river can bring to communities 

across the watershed. For more information on Friends of the Chicago River, please visit: 

www.chicagoriver.org. 
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